Clutter Busters Scavenger Hunt

Do the Clutter Busters Scavenger Hunt and have fun cleaning your room!

Find these things in your room…

- 1 Pair of Pants that are Too Short
- 2 Skirts or Pairs of Shorts You Don’t Like
- 3 Socks Without Matchers
- 4 Pieces of Clothing that are Faded or Torn
- 5 Shirts that are Too Small
- 6 Books you Don’t Read Anymore
- 7 Things that are Broken or have Missing Pieces
- 8 Pencils, Crayons or Pens that are Broken, Dried Out, Too Short or Missing Erasers
- 9 Toys You Don’t Play With Anymore
- 10 Pieces of Paper You No Longer Need